
clé moody hues



whether it’s a moody guest bathroom, a dramatic grand foyer, a sophisticated 
kitchen, or even an entire house, our collection of dark tile is a go-to for 
designers and clients looking for sophistication, depth, and drama. 

there’s a dark hue for everyone. in our curation of clé classics you’ll find budget-
friendly slate, penny rounds, and stone. our clé heritage curation includes 
distinctively handcrafted tile that ranges from quiet and matte to show-stopper 
glossy. and our maison clé curation of artist and clé exclusives has the statement 
pieces that turn your design into a true one-of-a-kind. 

better yet, artisan tile—our specialty—means that every tile is variegated, 
textured, and interesting. it’s never a heavy, solid block of color, but presents a 
range of tones and intensities that add depth and dimension, character and life to 
any space.

use this lookbook to explore clé’s many shades of dark tile, then use our site’s 
filters to find exactly the right dark tile for your specific project. 





clé classic—moody hues

 
clé classics features some affordable staples of the tile world - think subway, slate, 
penny rounds, and even carrara. we like to refer to these as the ‘jeans and t-shirt’ 
of tiles—a great way to mix high and low. 

dress them up with some handcrafted artisanal offerings or just keep them pared 
down to their simple elemental form: it’s all about the installation. these are great 
tiles for first-time homebuyers, those on a budget, or those looking for a high-
low look. they also offer a consistent look and feel for those looking for more 
consistency and less variation.

if you’re feeling more adventurous and are planning on a fully professional 
installation, explore our clé heritage and maison clé curations for maximum 
character, maximum impact. 



slate

modernist mosaic



slate

12x24

24x24
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16x16 12x12
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4x12



design–Abigail Shae, photo–Erin Little
design–Brasstackskc, photo–Brandon Bowen



penny rounds

black gloss

black matte



modern farmhouse brick

black gloss

gunmetal matte

design–Design Manifest, photo–Courtney Apple



clé heritage—moody hues

our artisan tiles embrace the imperfections of the hand - think sun-dried clay 
rolled into blocks and cut by hand, wood-fired tile, and pigments hand-poured into 
intricate molds. all these processes carry the mark of a skilled artisan and a craft 
often passed down through generations, reflecting the traditional heritage of the 
country. 

the mark of the artisan means each tile embodies variation in tone and surface. 
typically created in small batches, these are tiles to be treasured for their hand-
hewn quality with no two tiles perfectly alike. 

due to the handcrafted nature of the tile, we recommend hiring an experienced 
tile installer familiar with these materials. 

looking for a more straightforward tile? explore our clé classics. but if you’re 
willing to dial up the creativity and character, maison clé could be for you.



cement

black hex

black 2x8

black 3x12

charcoal hex

black 8x8

black 4x8

black scallop 



cement cinema collection: pavimenti—charcoal

paradiso octagon + bouchon casablanca star + cross

magic lantern sofia circle + losange



design–Veronica Valencia, photo–Megan Welker



clé fundamentals

black matte black gloss





zellige

tempered steel

battled armor

charred cedar

scribes’ ink



design–Transition State Design, photo–Aaron Leitz
design–Nicole Hollis, photo–Joliet Nhid Studio



foundry flats

standard issue - carbon

forge - cast iron

design–Susie Novak Interiors, photo–Kuoh Photography Interiors 



forage terrazzo—charcoal

12 x 12

12 x 24 24 x 24





fornace brioni + clé—cotto grigio

design–Nicole Hollis, photo–Douglas Friedman



belgian reproduction—flemish black

star + cross bundle square + rectangle bundle circle + losange bundle

hex square rectangle circle



design–Lisa Schmitz Interior Design, photo–Mike Sinclair
design–Studio M Haas, photo–Michael Clifford Photography



maison clé—moody hues

where art meets tile. our exclusive tile offerings feature collaborations with 
artists from across the globe and we very much consider these pieces works of 
art. think of them as accent walls or the focal point of a room. 

much like art, they require skillful installation with an experienced installer.

these are the boundary-breaking tiles that have put clé at the forefront of tile 
design.  

if you’re looking for tile with a little less character but with a clear artisan feel, 
explore our clé heritage curation. and if more uniformity and predictability (but 
no less flair) are important to you, you’ll find your tile in clé classics. 



zio & sons + clé—charred cedar

mounted border

sea salt charred cedar

natural vintage roseweathered white



design–Jesika Farkas, photo–Phil Mansfield
design/photo–Jessica Turf



watermark—cronkhite

stain dip



eastern earthenware

4x4 night lagoon4x4 polished jade2x2 ancestral iron



design/photo–Celine Ord
design–Jeremiah Brent, photo–Dustin Rey



about clé

clé is a design company pushing creative boundaries of surfaces while honoring 
craft, heritage, and soul. we design, produce, and source handcrafted tile from 
around the world, frequently collaborating with artists and makers whose 
artisan lineages often stretch back several centuries. at clé, we stand for design 
emboldened, where spaces—and the lives lived in them—are filled with character 
and emotion. 

shop our moody hues.

https://www.cletile.com/collection/color

